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Girl Crazy May 09 2021 Girl Crazy - that surge of longing that floods body and soul, that rush of
pleasure and pain, from self-discovery to the first thrill of girl/girl erotic play to the fiercer shores of
sex. Catherine Lundoff, D.L. King, Cheyenne Blue, Kristina Wright, Jean Roberta and many more
sizzling writers have contributed to this no-holds-barred collection of the highs, lows and kinky twists
of the first time.
Where The Girls Are Feb 06 2021 Many a confident urban lesbian in New York, San Francisco, and
Chicago was once a wide-eyed newcomer. Every year thousands of young women arrive in these
queer-friendly cities, seduced by downtown life and its erotic possibilities. In Where the Girls Are,
D.L. King collects explicit memoirs and stories about these newly arrived country girls. Here are
stories of first times, initiations, bars, dance clubs, and parties, reading (or misreading) the codes —
and sometimes teaching those city girls a thing or two in the process. Featuring such stories as “My
First Play Party,” “Rush Hour,” and “The Critic” from well-regarded authors of erotica Charlotte Dare,
Rachel Kramer Bussel, Sophie Mouette, Lisabet Sarai, and others, Where the Girls Are burns with the
immense heat of the furnace that lies just below the urban landscape.
Girls On Top Aug 24 2022 Violet Blue is an editor very much in tune with her audience. She knows
what readers want from an erotic anthology, and she knows how to deliver it. In her latest offering, she
explores the theme of women on the verge of sexual awakening. From wild sexual adventures to
pushing the limits to taking chances and having them pay off, the women in these very realistic, very
explicit, and very contemporary fantasies throw off their inhibitions, succumbing to sexual pleasure in
all its myriad forms. Along the way, they also begin to learn a little bit about themselves and what their
bodies are capable of in their never-ending search for carnal satisfaction. Featuring work from Saskia
Walker, Angela Caperton, Tamara Rogers, Nan Andrews, Noel Burch and others, these “girls on top”
are breaking all the rules — and loving every minute of it.
Lesbian Secrets May 29 2020 Claire Elliot brings you Lesbian Secrets, a collection of erotic lesbian
sex stories that are sure to light a fire deep within. The collection involves stories of college friends
who discover the passion of being with another woman, a soccer coach who teaches her star athlete
how to score more than one type of goal as well as past lovers finding each other after years of
separation. Lesbian Secrets is sure to keep you up at night as you read the stories that have all been
based on real-life people and the events which changed their lives. If you are looking for a tantalizing

story collection... Then scroll up and click "add to cart"
The Webcam Girl 1 | Erotic Novel Oct 02 2020 Eighteen-year-old Nadine is a loner. She hates school
and would like to finish it immediately. She lives with her mother in poor circumstances. But she has a
hobby that really fulfills her: she streams videos of herself into the wide world of the internet, allowing
total strangers to take part in her life. She is addicted to her ever-growing fan base. The only person
she lets close to her is her mother‘s ex boyfriend Sandro, whom she loves more than anything. But one
day he opens her eyes. He points out to her that she is so successful because she likes to show off. But
that doesn‘t deter her. Until her account gets banned... www.finest-erotica.com
Dirty Girls Oct 26 2022 What do women really want? To be sensually seduced or pressed up against
the wall for a quickie? To be tantalized by a peep show or the chance to join the mile high club?
Acclaimed erotica writer and editor Rachel Kramer Bussel knows: They want it all. They want to be
worshiped, ordered around, sent blindly into ecstasy, and made hot in front of a mirror. They want
strangers bearing ice cubes on a hot day and to be the party favor passed around among guests. They
want sex at the office and in the great outdoors and on trains and airplanes. They want sex with the
whole United States of America (or, at least, part of it). They want to be wooed, seduced, flirted with,
taken. They want to handpick their lovers and make them do their bidding. They want men, women,
and sometimes both at the same time. In Dirty Girls, the country's best erotic writers explore their
sexual psyches. With contributions from Carol Queen, Alison Tyler, Sofia Quintero, Shanna Germain,
Lillian Ann Slugocki, Tsaurah Litzky, and many others, this collection will set your heart racing as
you savor these intimate, shocking, and passionate female fantasies.
Erotica for Caesar Augustus Jan 25 2020
Lost Girls Nov 03 2020 For more than a century, Alice, Wendy and Dorothy have been our guides
through the Wonderland, Neverland and Land of Oz of our childhoods. Now like us, these three lost
girls have grown up and are ready to guide us again, this time through the realms of our sexual
awakening and fulfilment. Through their familiar fairy tales they share with us their most intimate
revelations of desire in its many forms. Exquisite, thoughtful, and human, Lost Girls is a work of
breathtaking scope that challenges the very notion of art fettered by convention. This is erotic fiction at
its finest. For ADULTS ONLY.
Girls Who Like Boys Who Like Boys Aug 12 2021 This book investigates what women enjoy about
consuming, and in some cases producing, gay male erotic media–from slashfic, to pornographic texts,
to visual pornography–and how this sits within their consumption of erotica and pornography more
generally. In addition, it will examine how women’s use of gay male erotic media fits in with their
perceptions of gender and sexuality. By drawing on a piece of wide-scale mixed methods research that
examines these motivations, an original and important volume is presented that serves to explore and
contribute to this under-researched area.
The Girls Get Their Man Jan 05 2021 Book one of the Daddy’s Little Twin Girls Mel and Chloe taboo
erotica series The Girls Get Their Man Chloe and Melanie are two sisters born on the same day but not
twins! This confused the hell out of anyone meeting them for the first time. Mel and Chloe suspect that
their STEP FATHER has a thing for them, they've noticed for a while now how he looks at them. They
decide to find out once and for all. They film themselves in their bedroom and put the DVD in their
step father’s bedroom TV. Pretending to be sleeping over at a friend’s house, they sneak back to the
house to see if he has taken the bait. That’s when things get really interesting! WARNING FOR
OVER EIGHTEENS ONLY!!! This is a work of fiction. All characters depicted are over the age of
eighteen. None of the characters are related to each other. This work contains graphic descriptions of
sexual acts and may be found to be offensive to some readers.
Gay Forbidden Erotica Collection Apr 08 2021 Are You Looking For An Erotic Collection To Delight
Your Senses?Perhaps You Want To Read Hot Stories Before Going To Sleep? Explicit Aroused
Steamy Gay Erotica Short Stories: MM First Time, Straight To Gay, Threesome, Age Gap, Office,
College, Dark Fantasy, Rough Romance Hot, Sexy Naughty Gay Erotic Stories For Men! These 50
Stories Can Be Enjoyed Alone Or With That Special Someone. Get Lost In A World Of Fantasy,

Where Every Dream Becomes A Reality And Everything Is Possible. Download And Immerse
Yourself Into These Pages Of Pleasure Upon Pleasure, Night After Night... Don’t Hesitate, Because
This Is Just The Book For You!
Geile nasse Girls 4 Nov 15 2021
Girls Only Nov 22 2019 Get ALL of Selena Kitt's series - Girls Only - the complete collection, in one
big book for one low price! Selena Kitt's *Girls Only*-where the girls get naughty together, but it feels
oh, so good! These stories contain hot panty-melting girl-on-girl action! Included in this collection:
New Year's Resolution Sybian Sorority The Hairdresser Pajama Party Moms' Night Out Girl Scout
Trip Pool Party First Time College Days Stay
The One Year Devos for Teen Girls Jan 17 2022 Tattoos. Piercings. Anger. Sexuality. Social Media.
Ever wonder how to handle the big issues you deal with at school and with your friends? The One
Year Devos for Teen Girls can help . . . each day of the year. 365 daily devotional readings Provides a
biblical perspective on 10 categories of topics for teens Invites teen girls to take an action step each
day Topics include sexuality, bullying, self-worth, hypocrisy, social media, and more Join teen
advocates Dannah Gresh and Suzy Weibel as they break down some of the tough issues teen girls face
day after day. Just like trusted big sisters, Dannah and Suzy share from the wisdom they’ve picked up
from their own lives and their work with teen girls. While the subject matter is modern, Gresh and
Weibel point girls to the unchanging Word of God. They meets girls where they are and simply
explain what God’s Word says about the issue. The devotional reads like a handbook on living as a
teen girl in today’s society.
Girl Trade Dec 16 2021 "Never in all the hundreds and thousands of romance tales and stories that I
have read over the decades has a novel left me so speechless." - Simply Erotic Reviews An erotic
novel by bestselling erotic novelist Chloe Thurlow Emily feels wicked, liberated, daring. And bored.
But her adventure begins on holiday in La Gomera, when a rugged beachcomber removes the leather
thong from his neck and binds her hands behind her. Crossing oceans and continents in a nether world
of smugglers, arms dealers, and pirates, she becomes the adored but captive jewel of the tough
inflexible men who make a living in inhospitable landscapes. On hot afternoons on long days without
number, she dedicates herself to the pleasures of sex in all its shapes and forms. She learns
subservience. She becomes the perfect concubine. The perfect lover. She becomes Chengi - Girl.
Chloë Thurlow lives in a Chelsea attic and writes her stories from two to six in the dead hours of night.
At twenty-seven, Chloë is the author of three erotic novels praised for their lyrical writing style and
unblushing sensuality.
Glamour Girls Jun 10 2021 This entertaining and arousing collection of stories delves into an aspect of
lesbian sex that has been overlooked in women's erotica: femme/femme attraction.
Library of Congress Subject Headings Jun 17 2019
Library of Congress Subject Headings Aug 20 2019
My Daddy's Naughty Girl: A Novel of Erotic Subjugation Mar 07 2021 So, I want you to know how it
is for me. The thought of you finding it arousing to hear my kind of story makes me wet between my
legs. You’re drawn to a story about a woman liking to have her panties pulled down and her bare
bottom spanked by a man who enjoys doing such things to naughty girls like me. Now, I'm no child,
even if I sound that way. Being the way I am does require regressing in age around certain kinds of
sexual situations. But in fact, I’m a grown woman in her thirties with responsible job. In fact, I pride
myself on having a reputation as something of a ball-buster at work, which is rather ironic. For the
story I feel compelled to tell you, the one that makes my pussy wet is about what happens when I come
home at night to my special Daddy. About how he is with me, and how he wants me to be with him,
and how we found each other and learned to make each other so happy...
Bad Girls Have Better Sex - Part Two Sep 20 2019 Sex and erotic is important for every person. My
short stories are for tolerant people. I write nasty and uninhibited stories. My words are very vulgar.
That's how I like it during sex. I do not know any taboo. My stories tell of anal sex, group sex, femdom
and cuckold, cheating, older women, young women with older men and much more. If you do not like

that, you better read another book.
Fast Girls Jul 23 2022 Fast Girls don’t mind being the girl everyone is talking about, as long as all
eyes are focused their way. They are wanton, daring, shameless, and bold. Fast Girls celebrates the girl
with a reputation, the girl who goes all the way, and the girl who doesn't know how to say "no."
Featuring writing by Tristan Taormino, Shanna Germain, Donna George Storey, Teresa Noelle
Roberts, Saskia Walker, Jacqueline Applebee, Tess Danesi, Shar Rednour, Aimee Pearl, and others,
Fast Girls is a racy, provocative collection of erotica by the cream of the crop of female erotica writers.
They take readers on unexpected journeys, from a bedroom with every toy imaginable to a sex club, a
communal shower, on set with a personal porn star, and more. These characters revel in their sexual
excesses, boldly doing what others only dream about.
Erotic Breathless Jul 31 2020 Erotic Breathless. by CJ Wallace. USA & New York Today Best-Selling
Author. Multiple Best-Selling Author of Erotic Romance on Google Play Books. ***** Lose yourself
in the Erotic, Sexy World of CJ Wallace with this Fabulous Mega Book Bundle. These books are filled
with Adult tales of lust, excitement and Desire. An exclusive collection of great stories that will get
you on your knees begging for more… for one Attractive price. All from your favourite Erotic
Romance Author. “Honestly, why wouldn’t you?” Page Count: 347. ***** Dear Reader… STOP…
WARNING!... This erotica short story ebook is intended for 18 years and above for both Men and
Women. Adults Only! So Explicit and slutty that it could be taken down at any minute!... This book
will fill you with unstoppable Cravings of Erotic Desire! Extremely Hot, RAW and leaves nothing to
the imagination! Filled with Erotic, Passionate and Dangerous stories from Forbidden times, First
times and Taboo Tales of deceit and betrayal… Lose yourself in the heat of the moment with this
Arousing, Delicious collection of Steamy Romance Fiction. The tales within are Super-Hot and
Guaranteed to make your panties Wet with Dirty scenes of Desire and Sex. These Shameless Tales
will make you Wetter and Harder than ever before! Most of my books are a tempting, quick Sexy read
that you can fit in during a lunch break or at night before you go to bed for a little "Inspiration"…
Don’t worry your secret is safe with me… This can be our little secret affair… Explicit, tempting
erotica that will suck you right in! Are you ready to fulfil your Deepest, longing Fantasies? Excellent!
...Then get comfortable, relax and ‘Spread’ this book wide-open! INSTANTLY DOWNLOAD…
NOW!... BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! On your Smart Phone, Tablet or PC. CLICK THAT…’BUY
NOW BUTTON’… to Instantly Receive your Brand New Book. *****
Turned Into Girls! Feb 18 2022 Turned into Girls! A Transgender Erotica Collection This bumper
book of feminisation erotica contains five steamy tales of boys being turned into girls Stories included:
Turned into a Girl at the Office Turned into a Female Nurse Turned into a Sexy Hotel Maid How I
Was Turned Into My Girlfriend's Little Sister Turned into a Sissy Sex Slave These are explicit tales of
forced feminisation, sissification and female sexual dominance and are designed strictly for adults
only.
Slave Girls Mar 19 2022 The idea of a woman enslaved to her lover has captured the imagination of
millions and created bestsellers such as The Story of O, Carrie's Story and 50 Shades of Grey. Top
award-winning editor and writer D.L. King pulls back the velvet curtains to reveal a world where
every sexual fantasy is realized, a world driven by desire and the need to be dominated. These Slave
Girls want nothing more than to be subjugated and owned in body and soul. Trained and tested to suit
every sexual taste and psychological in substance, these women learn the ropes literally. King and her
masterful eroticists offer the reader an immersive experience. These sexy, subversive stories of
submission are from the very best eroticists including Alison Tyler, Sommer Marsden and D.L. King
herself.
Good Erotica for Good Girls Jun 22 2022 "Good Erotica for Good Girls" is a book of short stories
about consensual, safe and shameless sex. The stories illustrate the goodness of sexuality, and help
teenage girls and young women understand that a "good girl" can also enjoy good sex. Additionally,
this book includes safe sex practices and the medically accurate names of female and male genitalia, as
well as highlights the significance of sexual partners seeking and giving consent. A sex toolkit is also

provided.
All Girl 2 Apr 20 2022 Only a woman really knows how to satisfy another woman... Enjoy the alllesbian discounted bundle – now 50% off! Book 1: Webcam Chat When lonely divorcée Jade searches
online for a distraction one night, she uncovers a lesbian chat room where naked women have private
conversations using webcams. Eventually she meets a young college girl who confides that she’s
attracted to her straight roommate. They strike up a conversation, and before long the two women are
sharing an intimate exchange. But just as things begin to get interesting, their conversation is
interrupted when the girl's roommate returns earlier than expected to their dorm… Book 2: The Spa
When Jade’s best friend invites her to a private women’s spa, she gets more than they bargained for.
Starting with a relaxing couples massage, the two girls are shocked when they’re greeted by two nude
masseuses. But it’s not until they get to the rooftop pool that they realize this spa is much more than a
typical rejuvenation center. With beautiful naked women parading in and out of the water, it’s a feast
for their eyes. Becoming increasingly aroused by the sight of everyone’s dripping bodies, Jade heads
to the sauna to try to relax. But when she finds a pretty African-American girl lounging in a
provocative pose, one thing leads to another, and before long the girls are enjoying a private tryst in
the hot steam room… Book 3: The Toy Party When Jade decides to hold a girls-only party at her
place, she invites the owner of the local adult store to provide a demonstration of some of her latest sex
toys. But Jade has a hidden agenda. She’s had her eye on the sexy neighbor next door and she’s hoping
the demonstration will stimulate her interest in exploring a new phase of their relationship. The party
starts off innocently enough, with Cheryl demonstrating some of the more basic toys. As she passes
free samples around for the girls to examine, some of them can’t resist experimenting with them in
more intimate ways. Jade notices that her neighbor Alana is becoming more excited by the activity of
the group, but so far everyone has remained relatively composed keeping their clothes on… Book 4:
Swedish Sauna When Jade takes a holiday flight to Sweden, she’s floored by how beautiful the flight
attendants are on the plane. As she watches the sexy stewardesses go about their duties, she curls up in
her seat by the window and has a silent climax under her cozy blanket. On the way off the plane, the
lead flight attendant passes her a note, inviting her to go skiing with her and some of the other
stewardesses during her stayover. When Jade gets picked up at the ski resort, things quickly escalate as
the four girls become increasingly friendly… Book 5: The Therapist When Jade’s sex therapist friend
Hannah invites her to attend one of her private sessions, she’s shocked at what she finds. Instead of
merely talking through her clients’ problems, she encourages them to actively explore their bodies
while she helps them lose their inhibitions. During the initial session, Jade hides in a secluded location
while a young college coed touches herself behind a private screen. As she listens to Hannah guiding
the girl through her process of self-discovery, she becomes increasingly aroused in the privacy of her
broom closet. But when Hannah asks the girl if she’s ready to move on to a partnered session, Jade’s
thrilled when Hannah invites her to join the girl in a mutual guided session. Join Jade as she watches
the girl lose her inhibitions and eventually pair up with her in an exciting and highly erotic
rendezvous… Keywords: erotica, lesbian erotica, lesbian fiction, lesbian erotic fiction, lesbian erotic
romance, first time lesbian, girl on girl, erotica series, lesbian voyeur erotica, lesbian erotica books, ff,
fff, lesbian menage, lesbian threesomes, lesbian tribbing, lesbian scissoring, lesbian collection, lesbian
anthology, lesbian box set, lesbian compilation, lesbian short stories, lesbian erotic stories
Can Naughty Girls Go to Heaven? Jul 11 2021 Can Naughty Girls Go to Heaven is an erotic journey
that ask women to unleash their sexual desires. The Illuminating storyline addresses the mysteries of
women, and erotica that flames their passion. What if you had the opportunity to act out on your
fantasies? Would you? Or are you like many women that are mating in captivity, holding back, and
domesticated. Performing according to antiquated notions, that good girls don't enjoy, crave and want
good sex. Excuse me, what I meant was to say is...Women want downright good, mind blowing, all up
in your stuff sex. If you want to shed your inhibitions and unlock your sexual diva, journey with me to
unleash your perfectly natural sexual instincts. Can Naughty Girls Go To Heaven invites you to touch,
feel and explore. If you are lucky you will find your sweet spot, and your forbidden pleasures. Time to

come out of captivity, forget the naive, blushing school girl who's holding back and is leaving life, and
pleasure on the table. You're a woman, and if you look back in history, women have been the grugrus
of sex, and seduction for thousands of years. Like our sisters before us, play, teach and seduce yourself
and your lovers. Life is for pleasure, so live it, breathe it, and by all means enjoy it. Within these
pages, you will learn about the ten types of orgasms, how thinking with your panties flames the fire of
desire, the art of erotica that speak volumes when you whisper delicious dirty little words in the heat of
passion, and so much more. I'm calling you out sexual kittens, come out of captivity if you dare."
Hidden Fantasies Dec 24 2019 First time experiences with transgender girls, crossdressing and sissy
feminization. Three different fantasies filled with steamy hot pleasure! Grab your copy right now for a
frantic erotic thrill! For mature readers 18+ only.
The Tennis Girl 1 | Erotic Novel Sep 01 2020 Sabine receives a tennis course on the Baltic Sea from
her sports-loving grandmother. At the same time, she is completely not talented in ball sports. She has
never had a tennis racket in her hand. She hardly does any sport anyway. After all, she is built very
slim and graceful even without movement. But she doesn‘t have the heart to refuse the trip. So she has
to hold out for a whole week. Her only hope are the tennis instructors who could save her from
boredom. She resolves to seduce the next best with her skin-tight outfits. www.finest-erotica.com
Lost Girls (Expanded Edition) Apr 27 2020 The groundbreaking, controversial masterpiece of erotic
comics, decades in the making, now in a sumptuous hardcover collecting all three volumes, with 32
pages of new artwork and commentary. For more than a century, Alice, Wendy and Dorothy have been
our guides through the Wonderland, Neverland and Land of Oz of our childhoods. Now like us, these
three lost girls have grown up and are ready to guide us again, this time through the realms of our
sexual awakening and fulfillment. Through their familiar fairytales they share with us their most
intimate revelations of desire in its many forms, revelations that shine out radiantly through the dark
clouds of war gathering around a luxury Austrian hotel. Drawing on the rich heritage of erotica, Lost
Girls is the rediscovery of the power of ecstatic writing and art in a sublime union that only the
medium of comics can achieve. Exquisite, thoughtful, and human, Lost Girls is a work of breathtaking
scope that challenges the very notion of art fettered by convention. This is erotic fiction at its finest.
Fantasies of Cross-dressing: Japanese Women Write Male-Male Erotica Feb 24 2020 By
systematically analyzing the process of female fantasy formation, this book represents the first
extensive critical attempt to examine Japanese women's narratives of male homosexuality, including
both purely literary works (with English translations) and material derived from popular culture.
German Girls Oct 22 2019 Hot Sexy Girls Lite Erotica Photography presents picture book of
gorgeous, beautiful and sexy German women. Photographer Erotica Photo Art Lover picked the hottest
German models in provocative poses to include in this book. Men will be absolutely astonished and
turned on by their natural beauty!
Nice Girls, Naughty Sex May 21 2022 A smart, sexy erotica anthology from the founders of the
popular site OystersandChocolate.com
Erotic Betrayed Dec 04 2020 Erotic Betrayed. by Lauren Riley. USA & New York Today BestSelling Author. Multiple Best-Selling Author of Erotic Romance on Google Play Books. ***** Lose
yourself in the Erotic, Sexy World of Lauren Riley with this Fabulous Mega Book Bundle. These
books are filled with Adult tales of lust, excitement and Desire. An exclusive collection of great stories
that will get you on your knees begging for more… for one Attractive price. All from your favourite
Erotic Romance Author. “Honestly, why wouldn’t you?” Page Count: 392. Words: 98'685 ***** Dear
Reader… STOP… WARNING!... This erotica short story ebook is intended for 18 years and above for
both Men and Women. Adults Only! So Explicit and slutty that it could be taken down at any
minute!... This book will fill you with unstoppable Cravings of Erotic Desire! Extremely Hot, RAW
and leaves nothing to the imagination! Filled with Erotic, Passionate and Dangerous stories from
Forbidden times, First times and Taboo Tales of deceit and betrayal… Lose yourself in the heat of the
moment with this Arousing, Delicious collection of Steamy Romance Fiction. The tales within are
Super-Hot and Guaranteed to make your panties Wet with Dirty scenes of Desire and Sex. These

Shameless Tales will make you Wetter and Harder than ever before! Most of my books are a tempting,
quick Sexy read that you can fit in during a lunch break or at night before you go to bed for a little
"Inspiration"… Don’t worry your secret is safe with me… This can be our little secret affair…
Explicit, tempting erotica that will suck you right in! Are you ready to fulfil your Deepest, longing
Fantasies? Excellent! ...Then get comfortable, relax and ‘Spread’ this book wide-open! INSTANTLY
DOWNLOAD… NOW! On your Smart Phone, Tablet or PC. CLICK THAT…’BUY NOW
BUTTON’… to Instantly Receive your Brand New Book.
Curvy Girls Sep 25 2022 From the editor of Dirty Girls comes a new anthology of steamy stories for
women who don’t fit into a size zero—or two, or four—and the men and women who love them. In
this voluptuously erotic collection, editor and bestselling author Rachel Kramer Bussel showcases the
sensual side of having "more to love,” from the sexiness of big butts and plus-size corsets to the
irresistible allure of pregnant bellies. No aspect of full-figured female sexuality is left unexplored,
whether heterosexual or same-sex, raunchy or romantic, femme or butch. Bussel also includes
seductive stories featuring characters of varying ethnic and racial backgrounds, exploring how
different cultures approach size and eroticism. From trysts between long-time partners to one-night
stands, from vanilla encounters to kinky romps, Curvy Girls is an all-inclusive celebration of the
sensuality of larger women—in all their curvy glory.
Girls Who Bite Jul 19 2019 For bad girls looking for love... fangs are more than an accessory. These
are no Twilight tales — the stories in Girls Who Bite are varied, unexpected, and soul-scorching. Bestselling romance writer Delilah Devlin and her contributors investigate vampire myths from around the
world, and add fresh girl-on-girl blood to the pantheon of the paranormal. Take a walk on the wild side
with some of the hottest erotic romance authors out there. In "La Caida," a Mexican "salt-eater" saves
a fallen angel and redeems her own soul. In "Bloody Wicked," a powerful witch's spell to lure a lover
turns her into a vampire's love slave. Through a "Pet Door," a shapeshifting vampire meets the
dominatrix of her dreams. South African "Impundulu" sweeps you back to a vampire's primeval
beginnings. With a list of contributors that include Adele Dubois, Christine d'Abo, Paisley Smith,
Myla Jackson, Shayla Kersten, and Vivi Anna, Devlin delivers a dark and sexy read you can sink your
teeth into! So, sit astride the dome of St. Peter's Basilica, sail with modern-day pirates, watch a meteor
fall to earth, and taste the powdery wings of a Monarch butterfly. Not things you'd expect in a vampire
tale? Then sip O-positive from a femoral artery while tugging at the silky strands of your lover's hair.
Eternally delicious.
Girl Crush Sep 13 2021 Every woman has a girl crush — that physical and emotional fascination with
another intriguing, provocative woman who inspires the thought, "What if?" Girl Crush answers that
question with an inspiring range of erotic short stories about women acting on their desire and
sometimes getting more than they bargained for. Teresa Lamai offers an erotic take on revenge in
"Mirador," when a woman has hate sex in a nightclub bathroom with the person her boyfriend is
cheating on her with. In "Getting to Work," David Erlewine writes about a hot young lawyer who has a
lot of work to do to make a demanding, sex-craved partner happy. Writer and editor Rachel Kramer
Bussel shows us the unexpected in "Great Lengths," when an unrequited crush finally evolves into
something more — and something less. In Girl Crush, what happens next is always a surprise, to
straight women, bisexual women, and lesbians alike.
5 Erotica Sex Stories of Anal Sex and Double Penetration Mar 27 2020 5 erotica sex stories of anal
sex and double penetration provide intriguing tales into the sexual lifestyles of different characters. In
the first story (A Friendly Date), a girl organizes a date through a dating application and ends up
meeting an interesting person. However, he ends up introducing the girl to some of his other friends,
and it turns out to be a wild situation. In the second story (An Innocent By-stander), a girl goes through
a break-up with her boyfriend and looks for a rebound guy. As it turns out, she ends up sleeping with a
bunch of old men after a drunken night out, and she has sex with all of them. In the third story (Strip
Club), a girl gets work at a strip club and ends up having sex with different patrons. She really enjoys
her job, but her objective is to make money. She ends up sleeping with a bunch of guys. In the fourth

story (Dating Services), two guys solicit the services of girls willing to sleep with them. They are
surprised by the responses they get, and they end up sleeping with a few women. In the fifth story
(New in Town), a naïve girl moves into town and is taken advantage of by some guys as she does not
have anywhere to live nor she has a job. She tries making ends meet for herself, but her methods
involve sleeping with other guys. In each situation, there is hardcore sex Some of the girls are not
familiar with anal sex, but they end up submitting, anyway The girls have an eagerness for having sex
with different guys The sex scenes where two guys are with one girl are frequent The guys make
double penetration is a normal thing in the stories
Erotica Reflections. Oct 14 2021 Erotica Reflections. by Lauren Riley. USA & New York Today
Best-Selling Author. Multiple Best-Selling Author of Erotic Romance on Google Play Books. *****
Lose yourself in the Erotic, Sexy World of Lauren Riley with this Fabulous Mega Book Bundle. These
books are filled with Adult tales of lust, excitement and Desire. An exclusive collection of great stories
that will get you on your knees begging for more… for one Attractive price. All from your favourite
Erotic Romance Author. “Honestly, why wouldn’t you?” Page Count: 394. Word Count: 103'958
***** Dear Reader… STOP… WARNING!... This erotica short story ebook is intended for 18 years
and above for both Men and Women. Adults Only! So Explicit and slutty that it could be taken down
at any minute!... This book will fill you with unstoppable Cravings of Erotic Desire! Extremely Hot,
RAW and leaves nothing to the imagination! Filled with Erotic, Passionate and Dangerous stories from
Forbidden times, First times and Taboo Tales of deceit and betrayal… Lose yourself in the heat of the
moment with this Arousing, Delicious collection of Steamy Romance Fiction. The tales within are
Super-Hot and Guaranteed to make your panties Wet with Dirty scenes of Desire and Sex. These
Shameless Tales will make you Wetter and Harder than ever before! Most of my books are a tempting,
quick Sexy read that you can fit in during a lunch break or at night before you go to bed for a little
"Inspiration"… Don’t worry your secret is safe with me… This can be our little secret affair…
Explicit, tempting erotica that will suck you right in! Are you ready to fulfil your Deepest, longing
Fantasies? Excellent! ...Then get comfortable, relax and ‘Spread’ this book wide-open! INSTANTLY
DOWNLOAD… NOW!... BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! On your Smart Phone, Tablet or PC. CLICK
THAT…’BUY NOW BUTTON’… to Instantly Receive your Brand New Book!
Good Girls Jun 29 2020 It's her first time, but don't be gentle! In these six salacious stories, innocent
younger women just can't resist attractive older men. And why would they? Sure it's forbidden.
Everybody says it's wrong. But when the man of the house gets his girl alone, it feels so right. Satisfy
your craving for good girls today with hot taboo tales from Lexi Wood!
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